
Algebra 2
2nd Semester Final Exam REVIEW

Packet

Name Hour

Part I- Rational Exponents and Radical Functions (Topic 5)

1. Simplify: A. -y/sOx2 5 6

2. Let /( ) = 12 + x2 and g(x) = 5-x2. Find g(x)-/(x).

-   

3. If /(x) = 2x2 +1 and g(x) = 3x; what is / ° g ? What is g ° / ?

4. What is the equation for the in erse of the function /(x) = 3x-4?

¦ iL
3

5. Find the inverse for the function /(x) = -4x7.

6. Is the inverse relation a function?

y i

\ i X

1
v\o



7. Graph the given function and state the family of functions to which it belongs.

a. /(x) = y/x + 2   4 b.

y

8.

9.

Domain:     Range: Domain: Range:  

Write the equation of the function that is obtained by reflecting the function /(x) = Vx over the x-axis,

shifting it right 6 units and up 3 units.   

- f  T-

Describe how to obtain the graph /(x) =  x + 6   2 from the graph of/(x) =  fx.

10. What is the domain and range?

y

1

jc

b)

t) '• Y. 'Z b

••   1
Solve the equation

11. 643V3x - 5 = 128.

>•

j

•• x  |

>6

12. y/x+12 = x

c) / W   y/x + 2 - 4

•     - x

13. Vl2x + 1 = x + 3.

2



Part II - Exponential and Logarithmic Functions (Topic 6}

14 The population of the United States in 1994 was about 260 million with an average annua! rate of increase

of about 0.7%.

a. Find the growth factor for that year.   s -k

b. Suppose the rate of growth continued to be 0.7%.

Write a function to model this population growth.

15. Without graphing, determine whether each of the following functions represents exponential growth,

exponential decay, or neither.

a.   = 129(1.63)* b.   = 2(. 065)* c. y = 12

d. y = 1*

Graph the function. Identify the horizontal asymptote, domain, and range.

16.

y = (0.75)*

Asymptote:

17.

y = 8(0.5)*+2 + 3

Asymptote: M    

Domain: Range: U   Q Domain: Range: M  

18. Suppose you invest $2000 at an annual rate of 4.5% compounded quarterly.

a. How much will you have in your account after 5 years? w

b. How much would you have in your account if it compounds continuously instead?

6H , 6 
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19. A machine shop purchases a piece of equipment for $300,000. The value of the equipment depreciates at

a rate of 14% each year.

a. Write the decay model for the value of the equipment.

3 -   C&.cob (6)
b. What is the value of the equipment after the sixth year?

\3L| IT-
c. Use the model to estimate when the equipment will have a value of $50,000.

1) . %%  v-S

20. A house was purchased for $154, 000 in 1995. The value of the home increases by 3% each year.

a. Write the growth model for the value of the house

b. What is the value of the house after the tenth year?  
S - I' 

c. Use the model to estimate the year when the house will have a value of $500,000.    

Solve each exponential equation.

21. 34 = 27x_1 22. 4Sx = 86- 23.
7 i V "3

1   s5 -2

ll25j
24. 9Sx = 272x_1

tv X   1 -ty

25>    x 26. 5X = 21 27. S2* =18 28. 3I+1 = 17

X 1.5

29. 45x~3 +9 = 14 30. 8-3x=-l

4



Solve each exponential word problem.

31. A new car that sells for $18,500 depreciates 22% each year. Write a function that models the value of the
car. Find the value of the car after 14 years

32. The population of an endangered bird is increasing at a rate 7.5  per year. There are currently about
200,000 of these birds. Write a function that models the b rd population. How many birds will there be in 23

years? How  any birds were there 15 years ago?

Write each equation in exponential form.

33. log56l = 0 34. log,,  - = -2
612144

35. log3 - = -4
3 81

r  1 J 
I &-   

36. log3 6561 = 8 37. lo  10   1 38. log864~2

rite each equation in logarithmic form.

39. 32 = 9
, 1

40. 4-2 =  41. 17' = 17
16

)o<\ 1

42. 2~4 =T 43. 83 = 5 1 2 44. 4 3 =  
16 64

1 - - 1 0    '  "

Expand each logarithmic expression.

45. log3x5 46. log5 47. log 
4x

5



,   y
48. log2 2

z

°\it  +

49. log3 -yj iyz 50. log3 2x 4_y9

- Hl x

Write each expression as a single log.

51. log5 20-log512

1
52. 21og5-41og 3 53. 3 In   +In 9

Ik °l 

54. 7 log4 2 + log4 x + 3 log4 y 55. log3 4 + 21og3  -log3 5 56. log9-log3-log5

1 ,v

Solve each logarithmic equation.

57. log7 x = 0 58  l0g 243) = g 59. log2 64 = 8 

I x =- 3/y

60. log, 125 = 3 61. log8(  +1) = Iog8 2/7? 62. log5  = 2

w\ - | x -

Find the inverse of each function.

63. y = In 5 
%

64. y= log (x + 3)

3 -,,>x

65. y = logs (3x + 2)

u =
J 3

Simplify.

66. log)0105 =  



Identify the parent function of each equation and describe how each of the following would translate from
the parent function.

67- y \og5(x) + 3 68. log3(  2)-6 69. \n(x +1) + 4

, A  L 1 , wp  

f i Y+1
70. v= - +3UJ 71. y 8(6) "4 -2

f y- 
72. y = 2 - +8

Z  1 i w p 3 M , d

Determine if each of the functions below are examples of exponential growth or exponential decay.

73. /(jc) = 5*2*-6

75. /(x) = 2(0.4) 

74. f{x) =

76./( )

9
4

+ 2

77. y = 250(.75)t

a) Growth or<

b) What is the growth/decay factor?

c) What is the percent increase/ decrease?

+ 1
V- 

78. y = 1500{1.05)t

a) (Growtlj)or decay?

b) What is the growth/decay factor? | .

c) What is the percent increase/decrease? ft

d) What is the initial amount? d) What is the initial amount? \  06
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Match the following logarithmic equations to their graphs below. Then identify the domain, range and
asymptote of each graph.

log(x) log3(x + 1) log(x) + 2 log(% + 2)

logsC  - 1) + 2 log3(x- 1) logO   3) logsO) - 3

#1
EQ: X

r

Domain: V.   &

Range: Bn

Asymptote:  (

#2
EQ: Uj ()C  -t- 

Range:

As mptote:     Q Asym ptote: X   0



Compound Interest Problems
79. If $9100 is deposited in an account at the bank and it ears 12% annual interest, compounded
continuously, what is the amount m the account after 7 years?

80. If $3900 is deposited in an account at the bank and it earns 9% annual interest, compounded

continuously, what is the amount in the account after 10 years?

81. Find the value of $1000 deposited for 10 years in an account paying 7% annual interest compounded

yearly.

82. Find the value of $1000 deposited for 8 years in an account paying 8% annual interest compounded

semiannually.

* i. s

83. An investment of $7,400 at 12% per year is compounded quarterly. How much will the investment be

worth in 15 years?



6-7 Geometric Sequences & Series

nth term of a geometric
sequence

Sum of a geometric
series

an=a\' r"~'

-¦ c- )

,«=i
an=\ i

lr'an-1»W>l

Determine the type of sequence (Arithmetic or Geometric or Neither).

84. 15, 9, 3, -3, -9, -15 85. 64,16,4,1,
4 16 64

6< ©

86. 1,1 2,6,24 120,. 87. 200, 20, 2, 0.2, 0.02,...

<-0

Find the indicated term of each Geometric Sequence.

88. a, =5 r = 3 an = 89. a, =2 a2 =-12   =

90. <3j =-4 r =-2 a6 = 91. a3 = 8 a5=2 a6 =.

Write the series with summation notation.

92. 6 + 12 + 18 x t + 96 SV\p /  v'* Kiwe.i'  c

93. Find the first 4 terms of the geometric sequence for which a S and r = 5.

¦=?, Me ,  60 , | oob

94. Identify the next three terms in the sequence. 3, 6, 12, 24,...

95. Find the missing number in the following pattern.
Ill I



Evaluate the following Sigma Notation.

97. Find the common ratio of the sequence.

81
125, 75, 45, 27,  , ...

98. Write an explicit and recursive rule for the nth term of the geometric sequence.   = 5 and r = -

-\ _   s .
V\

( i   j     I

2

99. Find the sum of the geometric series: 30 - pl J  su *   1 (i 

6 

100. Write a recursive formula for the sequence.

-500,100, -20, 4,...

(jAj  =  500; an =   - (cin-i)

[C] Q-i   4; £Zn — 5 (fln-l)

[B] Q-i   500; an   5 (fl -i)

[D]   = 4; an = -   ( n_1)
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Part HI- Statistics (Topic 11)

Prices of Corn Poppers

The box plot below sho s the dollar prices of twenty po corn poppers as
listed in Consumer Reports Buying Guide, 1981.

10 ZO 30
-1 1. i 111(1 L I I I i t l i - i

*

Source: Consumer Reports B ying G ide, 1981.

101. Answer the following questions based on the information given in the graph

a.

b.

c.

Approximately how much did the most expensive popcorn popper cost?

Approximately how much did the least expensive popcorn popper cost?

What was the median price for a popcorn popper?    -1

d. What percentage of the poppers cost more than $26.50 (the upper quartile)?

e. What percentage of the poppers cost more than $17.00 (the lower quartile)?

f. What is the range of prices?

g. What is the interquartile range of prices?     fc

102. The histograms below represent average weekly job income for students in two high school classes.

What conclusion is reasonable based on the displays? [Note: Both classes have medians in the $200 range.)
A  The mean weekly income for class A is higher than for class B.
[B] The mean weekly income for class B is higher than for class A.
[C] More students in class B have higher paying jobs than in class A.
[D] A  students in both classes ha e paying jobs

103. What are the measures of central tendency?

fV\ a.t\ ( , lV\fcc)l 
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104. If a student has the following test scores: 84%, 92%, 85%, 88%, and 91%
a. Find the mean b. Find the median c. Find the range  

d. If the next test score is 67%, what measure would be most affected the mean or the range? Explain.

105. What does the standard deviation tell about a set of data?

106. Which data set would give the smallest standard deviation?
a. {100, 200, 300, 400} Q) {100, 101,102,103}

107. Find the 5 number summary and draw a box-and-whisker plot. Round your answers to the nearest tenth.

, W, 1*5 V -
10, 11, 15, 8, 26, 30, 28, 20, 32, 15,12

HI l   
fc:   * < * *  \ 

K I* I's  0 « VS Vb

108. Find the margin of sampling error for a survey with the given sample size.
Round your answer to the nearest tenth of a percent.

a) 1,000 b) 2500 c) 367 d) 350 *5%

109. Find the smallest sample size required for the given margin of sampling error. Round your answer to the
nearest whole number.

a. 4.8%

4  I
b. 2.3%

o

c. 7.4%

110. A random sample of 2500 consumers, reports that 61% prefer game A over game B. Which interval best
represents the actual percent of people in the population likely to prefer game A over game B?

A. 60.5%-61.5% B. 60% - 62% (c)59%-63% D. 56% - 66%

13



In exercises 111 -113 use the information below.

in a survey of 802 people, 16% said that they use the internet or e-mail more than 10 hours per week.

111. What is the margin of error for the survey? Round your answer to the nearest tenth.

112. Gi e an interval that is likely to contain the exact percent of all people who use the Internet or e-mai
more than 10 hours per week.

v* - . Vd

113. Explain how the margin of error for the survey can be made smaller.

$ e

114. The data shows the grades of stu ents in a test Which of the foliowing graphs represents the data on a
histogram?
50 51 52 53 54 71 73 72 7  68 67 $6 68 81 82 63 64 69 68 67 66 58 58 59 57 59 56

Graph 3 Graph 4

115. ACT scores are normally distributed with a mean of 18 and a standard deviation of 6. Label a normal
curve with the values and then answer the questions.

a) What percent get at least an 18?  

b) What percent get at least a 30?   %

c) What percent get at most 12? | &  a

d) Between what scores does 68% of the data fall?

14



116. A normal distribution has a mean of 20 and a standard deviation of 2.
Find the given probability.

6

a. Three randomly selected x-valued are all 26 or greater

. 6 65 6 0060 3

b. Two randomly selected x-values are both 16 or less

Part IV - Probability (Topic 12)

117. Each event can occur in the given number of ways. Find the number of ways all of the events can occur.

Event A: 5 ways, Event B: 7 ways cr

118. A lunch menu consists of 5 different sandwiches, 4 different soups, and 4 different drinks. How many
choices are there for ordering a sandwich, a bowl of soup, and a drink?

Find the number of distinguishable permutations of the letters GRAPHICS.

M
[A] 40,320 [B] 28 [C] 64 [D] 56

Find the number of distinguishable permutations of the letters SWEET,   t-'

121. You own 5 pairs of shoes and are taking 2 of them on vacation. In how many ways can you choose 2 pairs
of shoes from the 5? »

122. A college has ten instructors qualified to teach a special computer lab course which requires two
instructors to be present. How many different pairs of teachers could there be?

[A] 90 [B] 36

123. From a group of five boys and six girls, a boy and a girl will
many possible ways can the selection be made?

be selected to attend a conference. In how

15



124. A four-person committee is chosen at random from a group of 15 people. How many different
committees are possible?

125. How many different 3-card hands can be drawn from a standard deck of 52 playing cards?

3, Ibb

126. A card is drawn from a standard deck of playing cards.
Find the probability that it is NOT a face card (J, Q, or K).

127. A card is drawn from a standard deck of playing cards. Find the probability that it is an ace or a heart.

\2>
128. A number cube with faces numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; and 6 is rolled. Find the probability of rolling a number

greater than 4.

129. Three cards are randomly selected from a 52 card deck without replacement. What is the probability of
getting 3 spades?

[A] 0.012 (tBfo.Ol ) [C] 0.015 [D] 0.016

130. A six-sided die is rolled 450 times. Five comes up 77 times.
a. What is the theoretical probability of rolling a five? _J 

b. What is the experimental probability of rolling a five?

131. A number cube is rolled 430 times and the results recorded as follows: there were 68 ones, 73 twos,
62 threes, 71 fours, 70 fives, and 86 sixes. What is the experimental probability of rolling a number greater
than four?

[A] 0.54 [B] 0.64 [D] 0.46

16



132. Refer to the spinner shown.

The spinner is divided into sections with the same area.

a. What is the probability that the spinner stops on a multiple of 3?

b. What are the odds in favor of stopping on a multiple of 4?

SV p
c. What are the odds against stopping on a number less than 12?

S r, 

133. Find the probability that a randomly thrown dart will hit the shaded region.

r

134. Eight balls numbered from 1 to 8 are placed in an urn. Two balls are selected at random without
replacement. Find the probability of drawing ball #3 then ball # 5 J

135. A and B are two events. P[A) = 0.54; P(B) = 0.42; P(A or B) = 0.85. Find the probability of A and B.

136. Eight balls numbered from 1 to 8 are placed in an urn. One ball is selected at random. Find the probability
that it is NOT number 4.  

137. A drawer contains 2 red socks, 6 white socks, and 4 blue socks. Without looking, you draw out a sock,
return it, and draw out a second sock. What is the probability that the first sock is blue and the second sock
is red?

138. A coin is tossed and a die is rolled. What is the probability that the coin shows heads and the die
shows a 3 or a 4?

139. Is following independent?
You spin a spinner twice.

17



140. Is the following independent?
You draw a red card from a deck with an equal number of red and blue cards and without replacing it,
draw another red card. \A

141. Which e ents are independent?

[A] You choose 2 different ice cream flavors.

[B] You draw 2 colored cards at the same time and get one red and one green.

[C] You complete the review packet and pass the final.

(V>$ ou draw a card from a deck, replace it and draw a second.

142. A and B are independent events.
P(A) = 0.6 P[B) = 0.8 Find P(AandB).

.Hs

143. A jar contains 21 green marbles and 30 yellow marbles. One marble is withdrawn and the color noted.
It is then returned to the jar, mixed in, and another marble is withdrawn. Find the probability that both

marbles are green. Ljcj

144. If P( ) = 0.72, what is If P(A ) ?

145. The probability for snow today is 0.4. The probability for snow tomorrow is 0.35. The probability for snow
both days is 0.17.

a. Find the probability that it will snow today or tomorrow.
. o  

'    Find the probability that it will snow at least one of the two days.
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Part V - Conic Sections (Topic 9)

146. Write in standard form the equation of the circle with center {2, 3) and radius 4.

147. Find the center and radius of the circle x2 + y2 + 4x   I2y -2 = 0.

148. Write in standard form the equation of the parabola with focus (0, 2) and directrix y =-4. Use the
graph as an aid if you need it.

19



149. Find the vertex, axis of symmetry, focus, and the directrix of the parabola y =   (x-\)2 - 4. Use
8

the graph as an aid if you need it.

Vertex: Focus:

150. Find the vertex, focus, axis of symmetry and directrix of the parabola x ~ y ~2)2 +  . Use
4

the graph as an aid if you need it.

Directrix: X   3 Axis:Vertexrfo Focus: I  
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